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really struck me was a very
brief conversation I’d had with a
female GAC Crasher early in the
week,” recalled Pross. “She had
leaned in and whispered while
looking around the room, ‘Is it
always this way?’”
Pross said the young woman was
referring to alleged inappropriate
comments and actions by older,
male credit union executives and
board members.

SALEM, Ore.—What really drove Rachel Pross to post on LinkedIn her concerns
over alleged sexist and demeaning behavior by a number of men during CUNA’s
GAC, were comments from a young female attendee at the meeting.
As CUToday.info reported, Pross, chief risk officer with Maps Credit Union here,
outlined several instances of alleged harassment by men at CUNA’s meeting in a
post that quickly went viral, generating more than 100 comments in response, and
leading to CUNA president and CEO Jim Nussle to state such behavior can no
longer be tolerated.
Pross emphasized in her post that in the midst of the #MeToo Movement, “Credit
unions can do better. Really.”

“The more I thought about that,
the more deeply it bothered me,”
Pross said. “When I got back
home, I decided that as a seasoned female executive in this industry, I had
an obligation to set an example and send a clear message that it is OK to talk
about these things. More than that, it’s necessary that we talk about these
things, and it’s necessary that we openly condemn sexism in our industry and
do something about it.”
Bad First Impression
Moreover, Pross was concerned about the impression that talented young
women might be getting about credit unions.

Pross told CUToday.info what ultimately led her to share her feelings publicly
were comments from a young GAC “Crasher,” who at the outset of the conversation told Pross she was surprised at the behavior from men.

“These Crashers are our future, and they will move mountains given the right
opportunities,” Pross said. “How can we expect them to shine when the cards
are stacked against them from the very moment they first dream of leadership
in the credit union movement?”

“While my own 2019 GAC experience was disappointing, to say the least, what

For full story search Pross.
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TAMPA, Fla.—There are many concerns among credit unions when it comes
to the new CECL rules, and the biggest may well be CUs reacting by unnecessarily tightening lending standards to adjust to the new accounting rule,
according to Bill Hampel.
In addition, the former CUNA chief economist, now an economic consultant,
is encouraging credit unions to allow for a lower capital ratio target since
CECL will likely reduce net worth. Hampel emphasized the net worth reduction is simply due to accounting changes due to CECL and is not a reflection
of a credit union’s overall performance.

CUToday.info’s Daily Morning News Email
is Now the #1 Digital News Resource in
Credit Unions. And it’s FREE!
Sign up today. With an average of 75 fresh news items per
week reported in our concise format, we’re confident our Fresh
Today email will become your #1 new source, too.
Sign up at cutoday.info see what you’ve been missing!

The compliance deadline for CECL, the Financial Accounting Standards
Board’s new Current Expected Credit Loss model, is expected to arrive in
early 2020.
“Two things concern me the most,” said Hampel. “The first thing is that
under CECL, credit unions—all things being equal—will likely have to hold
larger loan loss allowances for any given portfolio.”
But Hampel stressed the larger allowances post-CECL do not signify poorer
credit quality and that the same level of credit quality exists in portfolios
present before CECL.
For full story search Bill Hampel.
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SALEM, Ore.—What really drove
Rachel Pross to post on LinkedIn
her concerns over alleged sexist and
demeaning behavior by a number
of men during CUNA’s GAC, were
comments from a young female attendee at the meeting.
As CUToday.info reported, Pross,
chief risk officer with Maps Credit
Union here, outlined several instances of alleged harassment by men
at CUNA’s meeting in a post that
quickly went viral, generating more
than 100 comments in response, and
leading to CUNA president and CEO
Jim Nussle to state such behavior can
no longer be tolerated.
Pross emphasized in her post that in
the midst of the #MeToo Movement,
“Credit unions can do better. Really.”
Pross told CUToday.info what
ultimately led her to share her feelings publicly were comments from
a young GAC “Crasher,” who at the

outset of the conversation told Pross
she was surprised at the behavior
from men.
“While my own 2019 GAC experience was disappointing, to say the
least, what really struck me was a
very brief conversation I’d had with
a female GAC Crasher early in the
week,” recalled Pross. “She had
leaned in and whispered while looking around the room, ‘Is it always
this way?’
Pross said the young woman was
referring to alleged inappropriate
comments and actions by older, male
credit union executives and board
members.
“The more I thought about that, the
more deeply it bothered me,” Pross
said. “When I got back home, I
decided that as a seasoned female
executive in this industry, I had an
obligation to set an example and send

This is our second of four 2019
issues of CUToday.info Quarterly, each
of which provides a synopsis of some
of our reporting from the quarter.
Each story comes with a search term
that can be used to find the full story
on the CUToday.info website.
If you are not on our mailing list for
our popular morning news headlines
email, visit cutoday.info/site/user/
register/2 to add your email address
to our list. Remember, you may optout at any time (but, we’re confident
you won’t!)
a clear message that it is OK to talk
about these things. More than that,
it’s necessary that we talk about these
things, and it’s necessary that we
openly condemn sexism in our industry and do something about it.”
Bad First Impression
Moreover, Pross was concerned about
the impression that talented young
women might be getting about credit
unions.

For the full story, search
Pross at CUToday.info.

Taxi Medallion CU
CEO Had $30MM
Plus in Salary
NEW YORK–It’s a simple premise
told often: taxi medallions were a
low-risk collateral for lenders until
being “disrupted” by ride sharing
services, causing their values to
plummet and lenders to suffer deep
losses.
But it’s a far more complex picture
than that, with many lenders—including credit unions and their CEOs who
were making millions–regulators,
government officials and agencies,
and the taxicab industry itself all
sharing in the blame, suggests a new
analysis by the New York Times.
And in the end it wasn’t just lenders and their insurance funds taking
the hit, but primarily low-income
immigrants whose lives have been so
upended nearly a dozen have committed suicide and nearly 1,000 others
left bankrupt. And the new investigation further suggests that while the
emergence of Uber and Lyft is the
frequently cited reason taxi medallions declined in value, the market

would have most likely crashed anyway as a bubble inevitably burst.
In a two-part, nearly 10,000-word
piece headlined, “They Were
‘Conned’: How Reckless Loans Devastated a Generation of Taxi Drivers,” the Times said its investigation
found “much of the devastation can
be traced to a handful of powerful
industry leaders who steadily and
artificially drove up the price of taxi
medallions, creating a bubble that
eventually burst. Over more than
a decade, those leaders channeled
“thousands of drivers into reckless
loans and extracted hundreds of
millions of dollars before the market
collapsed.”

leaders” were credit union leaders,
according to the Times. As CUToday.
info has reported extensively, all
of the credit unions in major cities
across the U.S. that specialized in
taxi medallion lending have been
conserved, at a cost of approximately
$750 million to the National Credit
Union Share Insurance Fund.
But before the crash of the last decade ever occurred, plenty of people
were cashing in, the Times’ investigation found, including the city of New
York, which made more than $855
million by selling taxi medallions and
collecting taxes on private sales in
the runup to the crisis.

‘Huge Profits’
Among those “powerful industry

For the full story, search
search Bertling at CUToday.info.
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Not Enough CU Merger Opportunities?
LAKELAND, Fla.—The credit
union that agreed to close the biggest CU purchase of a bank to date
made the decision in part because it
believes not many medium-to-large
CUs are seeking to merge today.
As CUToday.info reported, the
$3.4-billion MIDFLORIDA CU here
announced its intent to merge in
$730-million Community Bank &
Trust of Florida, based in Ocala, Fla.
If the deal is completed, it will be
the largest acquisition of a bank by a
credit union to date. Previously, the
largest bank purchased by a CU was
just under $400 million in assets—
the $5.2-billion Lake Michigan CU’s
purchase of Encore Bank in late
2017.
MIDFLORIDA also announced it intends to purchase the Florida assets
of First American Bank of Iowa—
three offices, two in Naples and one
in Cape Coral. The $956-million
First American Bank is based out of
Fort Dodge, Iowa.
“We are not saying that bank buys
are better opportunities, they’re just
opportunities. We would prefer to
complete CU mergers, but the opportunities for larger credit union
mergers are rare, especially in a
good economy,” said Kevin Jones,
CEO of MIDFLORIDA, noting the
credit union has a history of merging
in CUs, completing 15 credit union
mergers over the last 25 years.

become a greater consideration.”
With capital near 11% but a capital
target of 9%-10%, MIDFLORIDA
has always been building reserves to
fund mergers and acquisitions, said
Jones. “We’ll drive it up to near 11%,
and then when we make a deal it
goes back down and we begin building back up.”
Jones said he expects when both
bank deals are closed by the end of
the year, MIDFLORIDA’s net worth
will decline to 9%. He declined to
share the costs for both buys.
“Still, a very healthy level for a
credit union our size,” noted Jones.
“But we will get it back up to 11%
soon enough.”

Contributing to the rebuild of capital,
the CEO explained, is the fact both
banks are profitable. Community
Bank & Trust of Florida reported
$7.8 million in net income in 2018
and $5.2 million in the previous
year, according to FDIC data. For
its entire operations, First American
made $9.2 million in 2018 and $10.6
million in 2017.
Jones said the credit union has made
projections for when MIDFLORIDA
will see a return on investment and
profitability on the acquired assets,
but declined to share exactly when
that might occur.

Size Not Motivation
Jones said the asset size of CB&T
had little bearing on MIDFLORIDA’s decision to move forward with
the deal.

Influencing the Decision
“We’ve done large and small credit
union mergers, but in reality a lot of
credit union mergers of a larger size
don’t happen unless something has
occurred at the credit union, like the
CEO is retiring, or there’s trouble, or
maybe the credit union is having difficulty finding board members,” said
Jones. “Unless something monumental has happened, medium to large
credit unions don’t want to merge,
even if it’s in the best interests of
their membership. So, that influences
your decision and bank buys can

“On the flip side, Community Bank
has a lower loan-to-share ratio, about
50%, but they are in very fastgrowing markets,” said Jones. “We
feel there’s a tremendous amount of
opportunity for us to grow assets in
those areas, and the bank has a very
low-cost deposit structure. Their cost
of funds is about 40 basis points.
And since we have very strong
lending programs, we think we can
quickly accelerate that loan-todeposit ratio.”

Rebuilding Capital

“What I will say is that time is not
far away,” the CEO said.

Kevin Jones

Jones noted the First American Bank
acquisition represents almost $242
million in loans and a “healthy” loan
pipeline. The deposit base is $120
million.

“This being the biggest bank buy
by a credit union is incidental,”
said Jones. “We didn’t go into this
with the idea that we would be
doing the biggest deal to date. We
struck the agreement with CB&T,
and First American, because they
both were perfect fits for our credit
union. Community Bank is one of
those unicorn banks—a small to
medium-sized community bank that
offers a lot of retail services, it has
a lot of commercial customers, and
is heavily involved in the community. What we were looking for in a
merger partner is someone who is
really focused on the retail side and
the commercial side and is heavily
involved in the community. Both
banks fit that bill.”

business, noted Jones.
Michael Bell, attorney and counselor
with Royal-Oak, Mich., based Howard & Howard, who is representing
MIDFLORIDA in the Community
Bank &Trust deal, addressed how
bank buys can quickly bring new
business to CUs.
“It’s true, these acquisitions offer an
efficient method for gaining talent
and capabilities, taking credit unions
into new markets instantly and giving them the skilled staff to carry
them forward in these new business
areas,” said Bell, who pioneered
these transactions and has been
involved in a great majority of CU/
bank deals. “I have seen it many
times over the years when credit
unions buy a bank, they jump start a
new revenue stream with the skill to
keep it going. I would say, if CUs are
considering building their way into
a new market and new business line,
buy always wins.”
Economies of Scale

Michael Belll

New Business Lines
What both banks also do for MIDFLORIDA is help it immediately
enter new business lines and bring
on board staff with skills the credit
union has been lacking. Several
analysts have told CUToday.info that
such bank purchases are attractive
to credit unions looking to quickly
move forward in a new area of business, such as commercial lending.
“The advantage of these bank
mergers is obtaining products and
services that credit unions don’t normally offer,” Jones said. “We will be
obtaining significant first mortgage
and commercial loan portfolios,
a large trust division and several
experts in cash and Treasury management. These banks will supercharge our efforts in expanding into
medium and small business banking and wealth services throughout
our service area. So, we have now
quickly entered new markets, picked
up quality skilled staff, and picked
up new business lines.”
Community Bank is also involved in
agricultural lending, as well, while
First American Bank has specialized
in commercial lending and carries
a good portfolio of jumbo mortgage

Despite CB&T representing almost
one-fifth of MIDFLORIDA’s assets
prior to the deal, Jones said the size
of the addition to the credit union’s
assets is not exclusively aimed at
boosting economies of scale.
“When it comes to economies of
scale, assets is not what we look
most closely at,” said Jones, who acknowledged size does bring greater
efficiencies. “We look more closely
at the number of branches we have,
the number services we offer, the
number of members we serve, and
our geographic area.”
What the buys of both banks will
do most for the future of MIDFLORIDA, insisted Jones, is ensure
relevancy with existing and future
members.
“We want members and future
members to feel we are full service
and we can meet their needs wherever they are in Central Florida,”
said Jones. “So if our members are
traveling or moving around the state,
we want a MIDFLORIDA branch
nearby, within 15 to 20 minutes of
wherever they are in central Florida.
We want to be the most convenient
credit union in this part of the state.”

For the full story, search
search MidFlorida at CUToday.info.
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Often-Overlooked Credit Union Revenue Source:
Treating Cold Case Recoveries As Line Of Business
By Dennis Dollar
As our credit
union clients
ask us regularly
about overlooked revenue
sources even as
they simultaneously seek new
and innovative ways to recruit new
members with the ever-increasing
marketing costs of doing so, we have
often been reminded over the past
several years about one potentially
effective way of doing both.
The secret. Basically, is somewhat
simple.
Treat your cold case recoveries as a
line of business.
If managed with a credit union approach, those charge-offs – up to
seven years old – can both generate found revenue for the credit
union and restored relationships
from members that cost you money
through a charge-off a year or so ago
and are still sitting in your files gathering more in dust than you earned
on them in payments.
Or, more likely, they are sitting in
the files of some collection attorney
giving them little attention—little
more than a series of relatively
ineffective letters every month or so
that produce minimal return other
than angry consumers, reputation
risk to you for non-credit-union-like
collection tactics and maybe a CFPB
complaint or two.

We have seen a growing number of
our credit union clients get serious
about tracking charged-off members
and following up when they return to
the credit market following whatever caused them to default on their
previous loan or credit card.

ery credit union should track all
charged-off members beginning
one year after their accounts were
written down. When credit bureau
activity begins to show them returning to the credit grid, contact them
with a simple credit union-oriented
message.

Now we are not talking about what
many consider the deadbeat types
Respectfully ask if they can pay the
that will never pay no matter what
charged-off amount. No interest. No
you do. Instead, we are focusing on
penalties. In return, you are willing
those members (which is, actually,
to restore them into status as a mema much higher number than many
ber in good standing able to apply
credit unions want to admit) that had
for a car loan, credit card…whatever
a legitimate health issue, job loss or
their needs may be.
life disruption leaving them unable
to pay their
While you
previous obliA growing number of will still be
gation to your
responsible in
credit unions are
credit union.
the underwritprocess
getting serious about ing
Many of
on their next
these memloans, restortracking charged-off
bers will
ing members
members.
eventually get
who pay a
their issues
charged-off
behind them
account after
and their financial lives back on
a year or more is not a bad business
track. When they do, they will come
model.
back on the grid. They will apply for
a loan or a credit card somewhere –
This treatment of cold case recoverand they may come back to you, if
ies as a line of business requires
you handle it like a credit union and
an investment—time and staff if
not like a bank.
you are going to do it internally. A
percentage of the recovery if you are
Restoring a member who had a life’s
going to third party the tracking and
situation that caused you a loss, if
recovery efforts.
the member will make good on the
amount charged off, can provide
The key, either way, is that the call
your credit union with found money
must be focused on doing what credit
through a recovery and a member
unions do – restoring the member
re-invested in the credit union.
and re-establishing the value of the
relationship with the credit union.
Our recommendation is that ev-

We estimate from experience that it
will take about two FTE’s to monitor
and manage such a program at a
credit union with over $250 million
assets – maybe more at a billiondollar shop and only one at a smaller
credit union.
And there are some excellent credit
union-owned CUSOs such as CU
Revest (www.curevest.com) that
take a credit union-centric approach
to these cold case collection efforts. Our only word of advice is to
be sure to utilize a third party—if
you choose to go that route because
you’d prefer your collection officers
to work 30-45-60 day delinquencies to keep them from ever getting on the charge-off list to begin
with—that knows credit unions and
can approach your members with
an member-owner’s eye toward respectful recovery of lost dollars and
re-establishment of the value of the
credit union-member relationship.
We know of few non-credit union or
non-CUSO partners that can do this
with a member-focused credit union
touch. That is key.
But the payday for a focus on cold
case recoveries as a line of business
can be significant in recovered dollars and restored member relationships.
Dennis Dollar is Principal Partner
at Dollar Associates, LLC, a fullservice credit union consulting firm
headquartered in Birmingham, Ala.
(www.dollarassociates.com) and a
former NCUA Chairman. He can be
reached at
ddollar@dollarassociates.com.

Tips on Investing in Beta Talent Development
By John Pembroke

Beta State.

A colleague
recently shared
with me an article
by Damodar Padhi: A Nudge for
Learners to Stay
in a Continuous

In it, Padhi states we all have two
versions of ourselves: alpha and beta.
Our “alpha” is the version of ourselves everyone can see. It is our
steady state we are recognized for. In
contrast, our “beta” version, just like
for software, is always in progress,
and there may be bugs to work out.
This idea applies well to talent development, too. In talent development
our “alpha” is the talent that has

helped us become the organization
we are today.
Our beta version of talent development is what we need to improve and
refine to respond to today’s volatile
and complex world. How will we
recruit, hire, retain and develop
ourselves and the rest of the talent
needed to move forward into the
future?
Recognize Beta Potential
Here some tips on investing in your
beta talent development:
• Recognize your beta potential.
Whether it is an internal leadership
development program or an engagement initiative, much effort goes into
creating processes and systems to
support your talent. With so much
time and energy invested, it can
be hard to step back and see how it

could be more efficient or effective.
Be okay with examining your current processes to see how they can be
tweaked to be more effective.
• Make learning accessible. Support staff in their desire to boost
their own beta versions by creating a
culture that makes learning not only
accessible but encouraged. Whether
you have online or in-person training
available—or you leverage ideasessions that support peer learning—
help staff understand that learning
is key to growing. CUES Learning
Portal offers CUES members access
to content to support their learning
whenever and wherever the urge to
learn hits.
• Know the needed skills. Understand what skills and behaviors are
needed for staff to succeed individually and as a credit union today and
in the future. What are the technical
skills needed? What soft skills are

needed? Nudge staff to work on their
beta versions. They will eventually
become the new alpha version of
themselves. CUES Consulting can
help you.
Padhi also notes, “The moment we
refer to the beta version of a type
of software, our antenna goes up.
We assume there will be bugs. We
assume it is not ready for release. We
assume there would be risk in using
it. All this is true. It means that the
potential of the product has not been
exhausted yet.”
The same is true of talent development. Continuous learning presents
the opportunity to improve our beta
versions into new, useful, ROI-enhancing alphas.
John Pembroke is president and
CEO of CUES.
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The Failure of Nokia: A Lesson About Credit Union Data
By Lou Grilli

Credit unions have a great
deal of data on their members
– how much they earn, where
they spend their money, how
much their house is worth.
Credit unions now have access to more data than they
ever had before. But most
fail to leverage that data, and this should be a big
concern.
The corporate landscape is littered with companies that couldn’t see or refused to see, changes in
their customers’ expectations. For example, Nokia
was once the most popular mobile phone provider,
dominating the market. However, the company
relied on its reputation, which was stellar initially,
and in its belief that it knew what the consumer
wanted. The problem is that many consumers don’t
know that they want something until they see it.
Apple, on the other hand, introduced a phone without a keyboard in 2007, something Nokia refused
to do until several years after the introduction of
the iPhone.
Nokia also believed its Symbian operating system
was superior, and it was until Android was introduced in 2008. By 2010, nearly all of the major
phone manufacturers adopted Android, except
Nokia and Apple. It was hailed as intuitive and
easy-to-use, and its commonality drove a proliferation of mobile apps. But Nokia clung to its now
clunky-by-comparison operating system and in
2014, sold its mobile phone business to Microsoft.
Credit unions are in jeopardy of not seeing the
change in consumer expectations. There’s a saying

credited to IBM’s Bridget van Kralingen, “The
last best experience that anyone has anywhere,
becomes the minimum expectation for the experience they want everywhere.” Rocket Mortgage,
for example, may not always have the lowest loan
rates, but its obsession with providing an excellent
start-to-finish online experience is the main reason
why it has surpassed Wells Fargo as the leading
direct-to-consumer mortgage lender. How can
credit unions provide that level of member experience? Through data analytics. By knowing your
members and meeting them where they hang out.

CUs are in jeopardy
of not seeing the
change.
In the past, credit union success was closely tied to
the number of branches it had open. More branches
led to more members, larger volumes of deposits and loans, and greater success for the credit
union. All of this success was measured by credit
union size rather than credit union data. Today,
instead of coming into branches to deposit checks,
members are now using remote deposit capture to
take pictures of checks and make deposits instantaneously. Also, instead of visiting a loan officer at a
branch, members are now filling out loan applications online. With this declining emphasis on the
physical branch, how can credit unions continue to
attract and retain members and improve their busi-

ness? Credit unions should be making Amazonlike product recommendations (imagine seeing
something like “members who have auto loans
like yours also looked at our credit card”). Your
members are already getting recommendations
from creditcard.com and other sites. So, this kind
of engagement is crucial.
What Amazon understood at its inception is that
there is value in transaction data. They quickly
realized that the data each customer generates is
where the real value lies. Every time a customer
clicks on a page, stays on a page for any period of
time, purchases a product, revisits a product and so
on, Amazon learns more about the individual, and
can treat him/her uniquely based on these
interactions.
Credit unions should follow this example. Any
data gathered on member preferences and interactions can be used to personalize each member’s
experience. Fortunately for credit unions, member
data is in abundance. Credit unions may have some
of the richest data and certainly, know more about
many of their members than Amazon knows about
its customers. You have an excellent opportunity
to take advantage of this data to better serve your
member base and attract new members. Data analytics must be a top strategic priority now, starting
with putting the proper data infrastructure in place
that will support complete data integration of all
your report sources and the necessary tools to create actionable insights from the data. Contact us at
info@trellance.com and let us partner on your data
journey.
Lou Grilli is AVP of product development and
thought leadership at Trellance.

Ideas That Move Are an Inspiration for Our Movement
By Marlo Fultz
How can credit
unions continue
to be the best
financial partner
for 115 million
Americans? We
take the core of
our movement –
our “people helping people” philosophy – and we move forward to meet
the changing needs of our members.
This year’s America’s Credit Union
Conference (ACUC) in Walt Disney
World helps do that. It’s a meeting
that explores new ways to innovate,
inspire, empower, and lead our movement. The meeting features powerful
keynote speakers, tailored breakout
sessions, and hands-on experiential
programs.
It’s conferences like ACUC that illustrate the core principle that we all
share: cooperation. Credit unions are
unlike any other industry, especially
in financial services. While our peers
are constantly competing with one
another, we value our collective
strength. We know that our success

in the future depends on our ability to
join together to achieve our goals.

get involved through our Membership
Activation Program.

for these efforts and is yet another
example of our cooperative spirit.

The fact is, none of us can go it alone.
It doesn’t matter how large your
asset size or small the community
you serve, we’re all connected in our
movement. We have been for over one
hundred years, and if we want to see
another hundred years we have to pull
together our strengths to defeat our
challenges.

Outside of advocacy our industry
is embarking on a game-changing
consumer marketing campaign –
Open Your Eyes to a Credit Union.
The national initiative is working

It’s at conferences like ACUC and
CUNA Governmental Affairs Conference that we get to see our cooperative principles in action with credit
union folks of all ranks gathering
together to discuss trends, seek solutions and get inspired.

Achieving success together is what
motivates so much of what we do at
the Credit Union National Association and state leagues. We know that
in order to maintain – and grow – our
industry we have to work together.
That’s why we prioritize our collective advocacy efforts. It’s one avenue
where we’ve seen a lot of success over
the years, very much due to the commitment of our industry to collaborate
on important issues.
It’s not just CUNA, leagues and
CEOs at the largest credit unions that
have been involved in this effort. Our
industry enlists credit union folks
from all departments and we also
encourage credit union members to

Credit unions
are unlike any
other industry.
to raise consumer consideration of
credit unions and is currently live in
four states with many more launching
soon.
Credit unions also support each other
in times of great need. Last year’s
devastating wildfires and hurricanes
showed the deep compassion and we
all share for members of our movement. We raised money, handed out
supplies and supported each other.
The National Credit Union Foundation serves as the strategic center

This year’s ACUC is a fantastic opportunity to hear engaging stories
that energize all of us to think
about how we can improve member
experiences. The theme of ACUC is
“Ideas that Move.” It’s an important
opportunity for many of us to connect
and focus on how we can move our
movement forward and better support
our members. We’ll do this with the
understanding that it’s our foundation
of cooperative principles that drives
new consumers to credit unions every
day.
Marlo Fultz is AVice President of
Blended Learning, Products &
Servicesr for CUNA.
.
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and their families. For us, the most
important measure of success is
member satisfaction. We strive to do
the right thing for each individual
member as well as membership as a
whole.

VIENNA, Va.—For the first time in

world history, a credit union has surpassed $100 billion in assets—and it
continues to grow at a record pace.
In the process, Navy Federal Credit
Union has also entered the “Too Big
To Fail” category, according to one
economist.
Navy Federal has for decades been
a statistical outlier in the U.S. credit
union community, and recent years
have only seen it continue to sail
far ahead of the rest of the CU fleet.
Indeed, Navy FCU’s net income during just the first quarter of this year
alone exceeded the individual assets
of more than 85% of all U.S credit
unions.
As of March 31, Navy FCU reported
it now has $103.2 billion in assets, up
from the nearly $97 billion in assets
reported at year-end 2018.
Founded in January of 1933 as
Navy Department Employees Credit
Union of the District of Columbia, it
changed its name to Navy FCU and
opened its FOM to enlisted personnel. In 1962, it became the nation’s
largest credit union, a title it has held
ever since.
Since 1962, Navy has expanded its
FOM to include not just the Navy,
but other branches of the military,
including the Army, Marines, Air
Force, Coast Guard and veterans.

Fast Asset Growth
Along the way, Navy FCU has
continued to grow its assets at a pace
far in excess of most credit unions.
Consider, less than 30 years ago
Navy Federal had crested $4 billion
in assets.June 1990: $4.3 billion.
•

December 1999: $11.1 billion

•

December 2009: $39 billion

•

December 2014: $62 billion

•

March 2019: $103 billion

Navy FCU is two-and-a-half-times
larger than the second-largest credit
union in the U.S., State Employees CU in North Carolina, which
reported nearly $39-billion in assets
as of year-end 2018.

Two-and-ahalf-times
larger than the
second-largest
CU.
In a statement to CUToday.info,
Navy FCU President and CEO Mary
McDuffie said, “For over 85 years,
Navy Federal has been committed
to serving members who share a
common bond: active duty military,
veterans, DoD civilian contractors

CUToday.info’s daily ‘Fresh Today’ email
is now the #1 digital news source for
credit unions. And it’s FREE!

We believe our growth has been
fueled by good member service. Recognition like Forrester’s #1 in FullService Banking, Money Magazine’s
Best Bank for Veterans, and #1 in
KPMG’s customer experience rankings are the types of benchmarks we
measure ourselves against and that
will continue to be our focus.”
Members
appear to
agree with
McDuffie.
The credit
union,
which uses
the tagline
“The
Members
are the
Mission,”
is not just
Mary McDuffie
an outlier
in assets, it is also adding new members at a record pace. Navy Federal
closed 2018 with more than 8.23
million members, after adding 1.2
million members in 2018, more than
200,000 of whom were veterans and
family members, Navy Federal said.
With more than 300 branches, Navy
Federal has significant operations
in numerous markets around the
country, especially those with a large
military presence, such as northern
Virginia and San Diego. Navy FCU
has built and continues to build a
large campus in Pensacola, Fla.,
where by 2026 it expects to have
made a $1-billion capital investment
in facilities that employee more than
10,000 people with a payroll of more
than $425 million.
Navy FCU has built its public profile
and become known to many for
running a series of television commercials on national TV, including
during popular sporting events.
As of Q1, Navy FCU reported:
• $77.3 billion in member deposits
and $76 billion in loans outstanding

We average about 75 original news items per
week in our concise format. Make our Fresh
Today morning email your #1 source for news.

• Interest income was almost $1.5
billion for the first quarter

Sign up today. See what you’ve been missing!

• Operating expenses and dividends were $765.9 million and
$207.5 million

• Non-interest income was $413.1
million

• Net income for the first quarter of
2019 of approximately $423.6 million

That net income number, from just
one quarter, is larger than the individual asset size of 4,848 CUs in the
United States, according to Moebs
$ervices.
Now Too Big To Fail
Navy FCU has entered some rare territory, not just for credit unions but
for financial institutions.
Until the 1st quarter of 2019 there
were only 17 financial Institutions
with $100 billion or more in assets,
pointed out Michael Moebs, economist and CEO at Moebs $ervices.
“These FIs are known as the Too Big
to Fail (TBTF) group, as determined
by financial regulators,” he said.
“It’s a systematic risk collection of
FIs in which any one FI could cause
considerable financial strain on the
entire U.S. economy if it failed.
These, formerly, were all banks.”
Number 18 on this list is now Navy
Federal.

The members are
the mission.
“Navy Federal is a solid new member of the TBTF,” said Moebs. “As a
former Navy officer and member of
Navy Federal, I have always watched
this credit union with amazement.
They have 11.75% capital (13.25%
with loan loss allowance) and made
in 2018 over $1.5 billion or 1.59%
return on assets. Their growth
continues at an above average pace.
And, with only 330 branches and
about 17,000 employees, they show
up almost all the other banks in the
larger-than $100 billion group.”
“The people who run this credit
union make every credit union member in the country proud to be part of
the credit union movement,” added
Moebs.
Banks Still Dominate
Still, despite Navy Federal’s asset
size, it has a long way to go to catch
up with the nation’s largest banks.
The largest bank in the country,
JPMorgan Chase & Co., had $2.62
trillion in assets as of year-end 2018.
Indeed, JPMorgan is larger than the
combined assets of all U.S. credit
unions.
For full story search Mary McDuffie.
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Prevention Software or Detection Software?
By Shea Lambert
With financial
services switching to ever-increasing digital
platforms,
more advanced
cybersecurity systems
and procedures are crucial to a credit
union’s operations. A key factor that
credit unions need to consider is the
difference and importance of both
detective and preventative cybersecurity software.
Across the industry, credit unions
have put an overreliance on preventative products such as intrusion
prevention systems (IPS) or antivirus protection, which has fostered
a false sense of security. Preventative
products work by stopping processes
believed to be malicious which often
lead to false-positives that can create
business disruptions—for example,
the stoppage of a loan process. While
this practice may be important to
conduct business, it can also leave
openings for hackers to exploit.
Introducing the question that keeps
CEOs awake at night; “How secure
is my credit union from a cyberattack?”

Credit unions believe the cyber
detection included in their firewalls
will ward off all attacks. However,
is your credit union making use of
the events from disparate systems?
Is your IT department manually
reviewing events on the firewall,
Microsoft Active Directory, AntiVirus server, and every other system
that logs events? After reviewing
all that information, is your team
able to make connections between
the events of disparate systems that
might lead them to believe there has
been a compromise? For the majority
of credit unions, the answer is no.
Event Management
The best way to view every threat in
your environment is with a system
information event management
(SIEM) and centralized log management system. They provide the
desired ability to store and correlate
events from all your internal systems
into a centralized, managed interface. SIEM and log management
not only aid with compliance, they
reduce a credit union’s exposure to
compromises by lowering the time
to detection. When a compromise
happens, it means your preventative
measures have been bypassed. It
could be an employee browsing an
infected web server on the Internet,

an accounting personnel opening an
infected invoice attachment in an
email, or an unpatched system vulnerability. According to IBM’s 2018
Cost of Data Breach Study: Global
Overview, in 2017, U.S. companies
mean time to identify (MTTI) a data
breach was 201 days. Also noted in
the report is the longer a data breach
goes undetected the costlier it becomes. Once this breach occurs, how
long will it take someone in your
credit union to realize the compromise?

Security affects
day-to-day
workings.
As a CUSO, United Solutions
Company (USC) felt we were in a
unique position to help credit unions
with their security. USC has been
managing Data Processing systems
and back office operations for over
35 years. This experience has given
USC insight into how security affects the day-to-day workings of a
credit union. USC works daily in
these areas with the credit unions’
staff and assists them in securing
their networks and ensuring industry
compliance so they can focus on

serving their members.
CU Assured Product
USC’s CU Assured product is a
managed security service provider
(MSSP). When purchasing CU Assured, United Solutions handles
the deployment, maintenance and
monitoring. Deployment includes the
incorporation of all network devices
with an IP address for asset tracking, the installation of host intrusion detection software (HIDS) on
servers and PCs, a setup of network
intrusion detection software on your
core switch (NIDS), the scheduling of monthly vulnerability scans
and much more. Once deployed,
CU Assured monitors your network
for indicators of compromise (IoC).
When appropriate the organization
will receive alert emails, and SMS
or phone alerts. If necessary, CU
Assured can step in to assist with
remediation.
CU Assured offers the best preventative and detective solution services
in the market with the price. Check
out our website at www.cuassured.
com to learn more.
Shea Lambert is chief technology officer at United Solutions Company.

What CUs Should Know About Protecting Their Portfolios
By Trace
Ledbetter
Credit unions
are special,
everyone within
the movement
knows that. No
other financial
institution exists with the mission
of serving the well-being of their
account holders above all else, like
credit unions do for their members.
Caring for your members involves
many decisions, including making choices about how to safeguard
members as well as your institution
from undue risk. With one in eight
drivers in the U.S. uninsured and
questions existing about the strength
of the U.S. economy, making sure
your credit union’s auto and mortgage collateral is properly insured
is part of protecting you both. The
question is: What is the fairest, most

efficient way to do so while also
best caring for your members and
creating the best possible member
experience?
Having partnered closely with credit
unions of all sizes, all around the
country, for over 45 years, it is our
experience that collateral protection
insurance (CPI) stands out as the
clear answer — if it is part of a wellrun, well-managed program.
Some insurers may suggest that
blanket insurance is the way to go
to avoid member noise, and it may
seem so on the surface — but there’s
more to how it affects your members’
experience than initially meets the
eye.
Who Should Pay?
Your members are the owners and
primary stakeholders of your credit
union, and most of them do comply with the promise they made

to maintain insurance on the car
or home they financed. But with a
blanket policy, all members — those
who keep their property insured and
those who don’t — bear the cost.
Depending on your location that
might happen directly or indirectly,
but either way, the cost is shared by
all members. Our philosophy — one
we feel best fits the value system
credit unions stand for — is that only
those borrowers who choose not to
comply with the terms of their loan
agreement should bear the cost of
that decision.
But What About Member Noise?
With a well-run CPI program using
state-of-the-art automation that
updates insurance data in real time,
members only hear from the provider
when there is no proof of insurance
in place. The vast majority of members will never receive a notice or
even be aware the program exists.

Even those who haven’t provided insurance information, or those whose
information is incorrect or insufficient, receive multiple chances to
correct the deficiency before a policy
is placed. And again, with a well-run
program, it is exceedingly easy for
members to submit, through multiple
channels, with updates recorded immediately.
As I said, one in eight drivers is
uninsured — which means the other
seven are insured. Why should they
all have to pay for the one who isn’t?
When it comes to protecting your
collateral, don’t let scare tactics or
publicized examples of poorly managed programs make the decision for
you — or your members. A well-run
CPI program protects not only your
portfolio, but also your member
experience.
Trace Ledbetter is executive vice
president at State National Companies.
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FHLBanks’ MPF Program is Growing
By Steve
Thomas
Credit unions
have been
steadily gaining
market share in
first mortgage
originations—
from just 2% in 2007 to 7% in 2016,
according to the National Credit
Union Administration.
So it’s no surprise that over the same
time period, the number of credit
unions taking advantage of the Mortgage Partnership Finance (MPF)
Program has grown, too—from 40 in
2007 to more than 180 in 2018.
For credit unions that want to offer
their members competitively priced
mortgages without keeping those
loans on their balance sheet, the
MPF Program makes sense for a
number of reasons.
We Understand Co-ops
Chartered by the U.S. Congress in
1932, the Federal Home Loan Banks
(FHLBanks) are the oldest housing
government-sponsored enterprise
(GSE). Like a credit union, each
of the 11 FHLBanks nationwide is
a member-owned cooperative, so

everything we do is for the benefit
of our members and their communities. (In fact, 10% of our profits are
dedicated to affordable housing and
economic development programs in
our districts.) Currently, FHLBanks
boast more than 1,500 credit union
members across the country.

(and do) benefit from the MPF Traditional products, they are especially
well suited to the needs of small
and mid-sized lenders. Advantages
include:

• Exceptional training, education,
and support for members
• The opportunity to retain servicSince 1997, the FHLBanks’ MPF
ing rights (and important customer
Program has provided participating
relationships) while earning servicmembers with a
ing fee income
competitive sec• The ability to reA
ondary market
ceive same-day cash
competitive
outlet for fixedfor loans sold into the
rate mortgages.
program
secondary
It includes a
• No loan-level
market outlet. pricing adjustments
range of products
to meet mem(which can help credit
bers’ individual
unions offer attractive
needs—including
loan rates)
MPF Government MBS for govern• The opportunity to receive credit
ment loans, MPF Direct for jumbo
enhancement (CE) fee income (an
loans, and MPF Xtra for conventionadditional mortgage revenue source
al loans. However, the MPF Tradiespecially when rates rise)
tional credit-risk sharing products
(MPF Original, MPF 125, and MPF
The Secret to Success (and Fee
35) can be particularly valuable to
Income for CUs)
credit unions.
The MPF Program has been battleBenefits for Credit Unions of All
tested in the toughest mortgage
Sizes
origination and credit environments.
In 2018, when most lenders saw a
While larger FHLBank members can
decline in originations, the MPF

Program purchased approximately
$13.6 billion in mortgage loans from
participating members—mostly
small to mid-sized community banks
and credit unions—representing a
14% increase over the previous year
and increasing every year for the last
five years. Even during the Great
Recession, the MPF Program loans
vastly outperform national averages
for delinquencies, losses, and loan
performance- thanks to our members.
Our secret? Community lenders
know their customers, so they tend
to deliver high-quality loans, and
MPF Program participants reap the
rewards of that credit quality in CE
fees—extra income earned from
high-quality loan performance that
credit unions can pass on to themselves or their members in the form
of lower rates and other benefits.
Join Our Co-op
The opportunity to participate in
the MPF Program is just one of the
benefits of membership in an FHLBank. To learn more about the MPF
Program, visit www.fhlbmpf.com.
Steve Thomas is SVP of Mortgage
Capital Markets for FHLBank
Chicago.

A Clean Bill of Financial Health
By Jaime
Dominguez
When it comes to
financial health,
are we dedicating
as much time,
attention and
resources as we should?
Recent results from the Expectations &
Experiences survey by Fiserv suggest
the answer is no. Only 38% of consumers expressed satisfaction with their
overall financial health. Most people
(56%) spend only two hours or less per
month managing their finances.
So how can credit unions reverse those
numbers and improve members’ financial health? By educating consumers
about financial health as it relates to
their life and creating deeper engagement.
Here are three ways your organization
can help improve the financial health of
consumers.
1. Educate Yourself Before Educating
Members

Financial health means different things
to different people depending on their
generation and where they are in life.
For example, Baby Boomers’ financial
health is focused on retirement. For
younger Millennials and older Gen
Zers, it could be as simple as, “How
much money do I have right now because I’m going out Saturday night?”
Once you have that clear understanding of members’ priorities and needs,
cascade it throughout your credit union
so everyone, from the teller line to IT,
has that knowledge.

Financial health
means different
things to
different
people.
2. Start Speaking Their Language
It’s difficult for your advice to resonate
when you speak to every member the
same way.

My friend’s son just got his first
paycheck and had no idea what to do
with it. All he wanted to know was how
quickly he could turn it into cash.
He’s not interested in learning about
writing checks or opening a savings account. So why not speak his language?
His financial institution could introduce
him to an account that makes it easy
to turn his paycheck into cash. It’s a
change in communication style and
offering that responds to his immediate
needs.
3. Offer Convenient Tools and Services
Advising consumers based on what is
happening in their lives positions financial institutions to have a deeper effect
on how people view their financial
health.
But surrounding that communication
is the value of the tools and services
you offer when advice becomes action.
Members of all generations need to
comprehend the value they are getting
when they engage with your organization. How easy is it? How convenient?
How consistent is the tool or service?
Once you’ve established better ways

to communicate to different generations and show them the value of
your services, credit unions can start
thinking about branch strategies and
establishing consultative engagement
with consumers.
Financial Health As a Way of Life
Helping consumers improve their
financial health starts with training yourself and the people in your
organization.
Can you speak to members in ways
that relate to what’s happening in their
lives? Are the tools and services you
provide easy, convenient and consistent for both consumers and your employees? When you capture members’
attention about their life events, are
you prepared to extend that engagement to advice and action?
Answering yes to each of those questions can ensure your institution is
central to a consumer’s life.
Jaime Dominguez is director of Product Strategy at Fiserv.
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LAKE MARY, Fla.–Credit unions
have an opportunity to head off the
growing number of loans going to
fintechs and other providers, but they
will need to make certain moves
first, according to one person.
The amount of loan dollars being
disintermediated is significant, according to Scott Hansen, senior vice
president with Harland Clarke, who
said 40% of the loans that would
have otherwise gone to
established
financial
brands such as
credit unions
and banks
have instead
been gobbled
up by fintechs
and lenders
Scott Hansen
advertising to
consumers they just need two minutes to get a loan (even if that often
isn’t the case).
“There is an opportunity to take loan
volume back, but you must be accessible and really fast,” said Hansen.
That state of being accessible and
really fast was referred to by Hansen
as the “concept of persistent, alwayson preapproved lending,” which is
central to the services Harland is
seeking to provide to credit unions,
he said. What that means is the
old approach of quarterly lending
promotions that were driven by the
bandwidth of the marketing department and its budget, rather than
when prospective borrowers might
need a loan, has become obsolete,
Hansen explained.
The LoanEngine
To that end, Harland Clarke hasdeveloped a solution known as
LoanEngine that makes the standard
preapproval loan campaign far more
effective, according to Hansen. The
technology runs members’ files past
all the credit bureaus and can dial up
numerous offers on an ongoing basis
for which a member is qualified. The
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change.

solution selects the
offer that is best
for the member
and then integrates
that with the credit
union’s online and
mobile banking
so the member is
always seeing the
message. It even
includes a slider
tool that allows the
member to adjust
the amount of the
loan to see how
the payment would

“Members get used to the fact
‘Whenever I go to my credit union
online, there is always an offer waiting for me,” he told CUToday.info.
“In an emergency, for instance, they
remember this.”
Hansen said Harland Clarke works
with credit union clients to bake the
loan offer marketing into the CU’s
mobile and online platforms.
ShopAlert Feature
Another piece of the “always on”
strategy has been the development of
a “ShopAlert” feature that monitors
in real time “anything that might
indicate you are looking at homes.”
When it sees an inquiry in real time,
it offers a credit union the ability
to make an outbound call and send
an email to a member. The Harland
Clarke marketing solution will also
send a postcard through regular
mail to the member, with Hansen
reminding direct mail remains very
effective.
“It’s a way to head off RocketMortgage,” said Hansen.
All About the MX
Another piece in the “persistent”
presence is Harland Clarke’s contact
center solution, said Hansen. When
it comes to the member experience
(MX), which is sometimes referred
to as CX for customer experience,
the key lies in how “personal” that
experience is, he said. Hansen said
many consumers’ expectations are
driven by what he called the Chewy.
com experience, a reference to the
online purveyor of pet supplies.
“People get used to a solution where
they are not just shopping online, but
it’s personal to them,” said Hansen.
As an example of how the contact
center builds that member experience, Hansen cited credit unions that
launch a redesign of their website or
online solutions.
For the full story search Scott Hansen.

CHESTERFIELD,
Mo.—What does the
year hold for credit
unions when it comes
to branching?
According to one
design and delivery
firm, the new year
will also mean new
branch designs and
service delivery
approaches, more
new offices started
from the ground up,
and likely even more
extensive remodeling of existing
offices.
CUs are simply entering more new
markets, said NewGround’s Jeff
Winter, senior vice president of business development, and that requires
not just new locations but new approaches to how those services are
delivered to members, as well.

As many credit unions expand their
footprint, they are moving away from
the traditional branch model, with
teller lines and old-fashioned offices.
“We have seen an explosion of credit
unions migrating to universal banker
models,” said Winter. “Less than 1%
of NewGround’s clients asked for a
traditional teller model configuration
last year.”

“Credit unions
are investing
in systemwide branch
transformations to
optimize
their branch
footprint,”
said Winter,
Jeff Winter
who emphasized that the
changes must be backed by sound
strategic planning.

Investment in Employee Training
What this shift has also forced CUs to
do is spend more time and money on
employee education, noted Winter.

“Credit unions are leading with
strategy first,” said Winter. “They
are seeking to understand shifts in
membership as well as growing their
member footprint.”

Winter said that video solutions are
best suited to providing members
with fast, real-time access to experts.
“These solutions work great when
members need a quicker response
from the credit union and want to
speak ‘face-to-face’ with someone,”
explained Winter.

Winter believes the movement of
existing members to newer communities offers an opportunity to grow
the member base.

“This change is tied to increases
in training and upgrading staff to a
different model that focuses on less
transactions and more interactions,”
stated Winter. “We have also seen a
continued trend to link subject matter
experts via video to a staged headquarters environments to handle the
calls and inquiries.”

The Retail Model

“This can produce a complete
change in a credit union’s branching strategy, such as closing some
offices, finding new locations, rightsizing space requirements, or even
expanding a footprint to create a
flagship location,” said Winter.

Winter noted that credit unions,
in general, are moving to a more
“retail-like” model where time is the
“new commodity. And this is forcing
brands to reimagine themselves. Your
branch employees should tell your
brand story,” he said.

Many Are Remodeling

Finally, Winter emphasized the importance of credit unions addressing
omnichannel service delivery.

But remodeling credit unions’ existing locations is likely high on many
CU wish lists for 2019, emphasized
Winter.
“With more than 60% of credit union
branches over 12 years old, it is a
natural progression to remodel existing facilities, either in a full remodel or
with key branding elements,” he said.

“Nearly 61%, or two-thirds, of consumers start their journey in a digital
channel—opening a new account—
and 58% of those end up in a branch,”
he said. “Ensuring that your branch
is an extension of your website is
extremely important.”
For the full story search Jeff Winter.
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How to Kick Start Digital Transformation
By Mallory
Porter
Your CU was
founded to serve
your members at
physical branch
locations, and
year after year,
you do it with superior member service and the best rates in town. But
today, you are starting to recognize
the need for digital enhancements to
your member services.
To reimagine your members’ experience you have to think outside the
box (or branch). Digital transformation doesn’t happen overnight so
here are a few tips that will help you
take steps in the right direction:
Get text savvy
In a mobile world getting a text messaging strategy in place helps you
reach members anywhere in their
membership lifecycle. Considering
that 85% of Baby Boomers own a
cell phone, it’s not just Millennials
who prefer to connect and receive
promotions from their CU via text.
With an open rate of three minutes,
this makes text the most used form
of communication among CU members today.
Emphasize the power of email
Don’t let a contemporary text messaging strategy override another
effective member communication
tool: email. According to stats, 99%
of your members are checking their
email up to 20 times per day. That’s
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a lot of opportunities for you to
insert your brand, messaging and
products into communications to
your members.
Stay competitive with video
Did you know that by 2020, you can
expect 82% of Internet content to be
video based? With that in mind, your
competitor isn’t a big bank; your
competition is whatever tutorial, advertisement or promotion is grabbing
your members’ attention. Enhance
your members’ digital experience
and get measurable data analytics
with an uncomplicated, personalized
video solution that carries across
multiple platforms (email, text and
web).

17.89% Growth Over Five Years
RICHARDSON, Texas—As credit
unions face mounting pressure on
non-interest income, one CU is reporting it has diversified its revenue
stream to achieve annual non-interest income growth of 17.89% over
last five years.
The $1.5-billion Texans Credit
Union is crediting a partnership with
SWBC to offer a credit life and credit
disability program for the revenue
boost. SWBC said what has made
the program so successful over the
years–31% credit life and 22.55%

A digital transformation strategy
takes your market position beyond
low fees and friendly services and
increases your market share. Digital
transformation helps you meet your
members where they are and gives
you a way to show them the next
product or service they didn’t know
they needed yet.
Go to this web address (https://www.
alliedsolutions.net/collaborativeanalytics) to learn how we can help
you integrate member-centric solutions into your digital transformation strategy. We promise to deliver
personalized digital solutions that
enrich the one-on-one relationships
you have with each of your members.
Mallory Porter is Allied Solution’s
program manager for Digital Solutions.

credit disability product penetration within its membership—can be
attributed to the approach Texans
takes.
Joan H. Cleveland, president and
CEO of SWBC Life Insurance

Company, told CUToday.info Texans’ staff offer credit life and credit
disability on every loan they make
to members. But it’s not that simple,
Cleveland added, saying the CU is
careful to make sure the products are
not pushed toward borrowers, and
members make the decision based on
their own needs.
“Texans believes in offering the
credit insurance products to everyone who takes out a loan from them,
and their team are well trained on
how credit insurance works,” said
Cleveland. “So, the
credit union and
its team know very
well how credit insurance works and
they recognize it’s a
tremendous benefit
for members. They
also recognize
credit insurance is a
tremendous benefit
to the credit union
because it removes
some of the default
risk.”
Diversifying noninterest income
sources has become
a greater focus for
CUs as interchange
and overdraft revenue streams face
increasing competitive and regulatory pressure.
For the full story search Joan H.
Cleveland.

Process Matters When Building A New Facility
will sustain us for the coming decades?

union spaces that makes sense.

you create will work for you.

“We’re out of
room.” Sound
familiar? Eventually, every credit
union experiencing growth finds
themselves with the same wonderful
problem—space constraints.

Credit Unions that are most comfortable with their facilities have achieved
their peace of mind by embracing a
facility creation process. Memberships,
cultures and geographies vary greatly,
but committing to a set of thoughtful
facility development steps establishes a
baseline for turning uncertainties into
solaces.

The Right Process

The question is, does it matter how
we solve the problem? We ask a lot of
our facilities. They are our offices and
meeting places, our revenue drivers,
and branding pieces, and essentially
our second living spaces. How can
we know that the facility decisions we
make today will result in facilities that

Great facility projects are not created by
accident or by a gut feeling but rather
through a choreographed process of
collaboration and cooperation. Having a
go-to process ensures that all the critical
pieces are engaged from beginning to
end with nothing left to chance. Essentially, it’s the only way to create credit

So what will a process do for you?
Processes require data. The more data
that is considered during the facility
planning and design phases of a project,
the greater the probability of success.
Imagine your biggest facility challenge.
What would you have done differently – or wished someone else would
have done – to avoid the headache you
have today? Establishing an appropriate facility design process helps you
discover opportunities while reducing
the negative impact of challenges.

By Casey
Delaney

So what kind of process is right for you?
The key to a good process is accountability. Each step of the process must
have a beginning and an end that holds
all the participants accountable. Beyond
that, a good process is clearly defined,
easily communicated and repeatable.
As long as these criteria are met, the
specifics of the process steps can be
customized to your particular workflow and decision-making habits. The
importance lies not so much in the task
specifics of the steps but in the team’s
commitment to adhere to the accountability of the steps. If you have commitment and accountability, any process

Casey Delaney is director of business
development at L. Keeley Construction.
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The News
launched in early 2017 and which is
located in Irvine, Calif. The Innovation Lab was designed to take
concepts and push them forward
to the point they bring a benefit to
credit unions. To speed development,
the idea that has become Origence
was facilitated by the acquisition of
a company that had the kind of platform that was being sought, along
with its development team, which
included Hull.
Hendricks said there has been a
particular focus on research related
to creating a deep user experience
(UX) for both the credit union and
its staff, in addition to the end-user
members, with particular attention
paid to ease of use.

WASHINGTON–CU Direct is rolling out a new end-to-end mortgagelending platform that aims to
position credit unions as every bit
as convenient as some of the online
mortgage offerings consumer see
being advertised.
Called “Origence,” the company
said it will feature flexible modules
that integrate seamlessly into a
credit union’s core system, and will
include loan origination, processing,
underwriting, closing, funding, and
delivery via the one platform. The
new solution is set to debut in July.
The company said it will continue
to support its legacy Lending 360
Platform and other CU Direct loan
solutions.
Chief Product Officer Roger Hull
said with Origence, both consumers and credit unions will see a
fully integrated member portal that
includes the shopping experience,
the application experience and the
post-application experience all in
one place. Hull said the platform will
eventually incorporate a variety of
loan types, including consumer and
auto loans, and give the member the
ability to compare pricing on loans
(beginning with mortgages). It will
even be able to present the consumer
with a look at what their entire payment stack might look like.
Seamless Experience
Brian Hamilton, vice president of
innovation with CU Direct, said
one challenge Origence will help
resolve is the current scenario where
member service reps must pick the
best loan product for the member
and must do so by toggling between different disparate systems.
Origence will allow the member to
move between platforms and “tee up

a very seamless experience,” he said.
The goal is to keep the member connected to the credit union throughout
the mortgage process, rather than
allow them to drop off at some point
and pick up with another provider.
Chief
Marketing Officer Brian
Hendricks
said credit
unions
that are
members
of CU
Direct
will have
Brian Hendricks
the option
of selecting all of the Origence solution, or
choosing various pieces.
“We’ve decoupled the front and
back end,” said Hull, who joined CU
Direct in May of 2017 as part of an
acquisition by the company and who
has extensive experience in mortgage lending. He said CU Direct will
integrate with whatever technology a
credit union chooses.
Hull said the mortgage platform is
scheduled to launch July 1, with the
consumer platform to follow by the
end of Q3. Plans further call for the
introduction of automated document processing (ADP) by early Q3,
as well. ADP automates numerous
functions, said Hull, and offers as
much as a 30% lift in efficiencies.
The three CU Direct executives
spoke to CUToday.info during
CUNA’s recent GAC.
Developed in Innovation Lab
Origence was developed in CU
Direct’s Innovation Lab, which was

“We’ve tried to get the process to be
very frictionless,” said Hull. “We’ve
looked at how to get to a quote in
three minutes or less.”
The UX piece also includes a focus
on reengagement with members using the CRM platform available from
Intuvo, a company that CU Direct
also earlier acquired. “They have
some great consumer engagement
to reengage consumers when they
fall out (of the loan application) that
redirects” the consumer, said Hull.
“We want
to do a better job of
leveraging
Intuvo.”
The OneClick
Expectation
Hull
acknowledged that
consumer expectations have driven
the launch of Origence, and that
those consumer expectations have,
in turn, been driven by advertising
by fintechs such as RocketMortgage
(even if in most cases the company
cannot offer loan approvals as fast as
it claims). But Hull said there is an
even better example than RocketMortgage when it comes to consumer expectations: Amazon, and its
“one click.”
Brian Hamilton

Hamilton said in developing Origence, CU Direct’s Innovation Lab
looked at outside channels and across
other verticals to better understand
user experiences.
“The journey mapping has not just
been about the technology,” said
Hamilton.
For the full story search Roger Hull.

Watch Out For
This Wave
ST. PETERSBURG, Fla.—Count
Chuck Fagan as another expert who
believes credit unions must pay attention to the “contactless wave.”
As CUToday.
info previously
reported, an increasing number
of analysts believe
tap-and-go plastic
will claim a much
bigger piece of
Chuck Fagan the payments
space this year.
Fagan, president and CEO of PSCU,
credited merchants for driving the
greater presence of contactless cards.
“Payments just continue to grow, and
contactless is just another big area
of focus for credit unions now,” said
Fagan. “And it needs to be, because
Mastercard and Visa are really pushing hard for it and merchants are
out now with large acceptance for
contactless, with contactless enabled
terminals. Visa and Mastercard say
that 65% of their terminals will be
enabled for contactless this year. If
we get to that level of acceptance, issuers need to take advantage of it.”
Consumer Mindsets
As many payments analysts have
told CUToday.info, contactless plastic will bridge more consumers over
to using digital wallets, whose acceptance has been lagging far behind
original expectations. Fagan agreed.
“I think you’ll have certain segments
of the population that will jump right
to the mobile phone, but we as a
society are so ingrained in the use of
plastic…,” said Fagan. “But I think
we’re going to have to go through
that step and some will stick with
plastic and others will transition into
mobile phones, especially as security
fears regarding mobile payments—
which are unfounded—go away.”
Again, Fagan said issuers are driving
the contactless plastic wave.
Faster & Faster
“From a merchant perspective, you
got an EMV or swipe transaction,
and that’s still 10 to 15 seconds while
a tap with plastic is two to three
seconds.

For the full story, search
Fagan at CUToday.info

